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In recent years, there has been considerable interest in developing blue organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs) with high efficiency, deep-blue color, and long operational lifetime. The deep-blue color is defined arbitrarily as having blue electroluminescence (EL) emission with a Commission Internationale de l’Éclairage y coordinate value (CIE y) of < 0.15. Such emitters can effectively reduce the power consumption of a full-color OLED and can also be utilized to generate light of other colors by energy cascade to a suitable emissive dopant.

It is well known that a guest–host doped emitter system can significantly improve device performance in terms of EL efficiency and emissive color, as well as operational lifetime. [1] Although many blue host materials have been reported, such as anthracene, di(styryl)arylene, tetra(phenyl)pyrene, terfluorenes, and tetra(phenyl)silyl derivatives, blue-doped emitter systems having all the attributes of high EL efficiency, long operational lifetime, and deep-blue color, are rare. [3] This is because designing a fluorescent, deep-blue dopant capable of forming an amorphous glassy state upon thermal evaporation with a much shortened π-conjugation length is a rather daunting task. In addition, finding a deep-blue dopant with a small Stokes shift is essential for efficient Förster energy transfer from the host to dopant molecules, since the energy transfer efficiency is highly dependent on the spectral overlap between the emission of the host and the absorption of the dopant.

Recently, we have successfully demonstrated an anthracene-based blue host material, 2-methyl-9,10-di(2-naphthyl)anthracene (MADN), which possesses a wide energy bandgap of 3.0 eV and can also form a stable thin-film morphology upon thermal evaporation. When doped with a di(styryl)amine-based blue dopant, p-bis(p,N,N-diphenyl-aminostyryl)benzene (DSA-Ph), it achieved a very high EL efficiency of 9.7 cd A⁻¹, with a greenish-blue color of CIE x,y (0.16, 0.32) and a long operational lifetime of 46 000 h at a normalized initial brightness of 100 cd m⁻². [4] However, the color saturation of the blue-doped emitter system (DSA-Ph:MADN) is far from adequate for application in full-color OLED displays. On the other hand, the symmetrical di(styryl)amine-based organic molecule is well known to possess a high fluorescent quantum yield, and its emission wavelength (λ_max = 450–480 nm) is dependent on the π-conjugation length, which encompasses the two strongly donating arylamine moieties. However, the molecular engineering of symmetrical di(styryl)amine-based fluorescent dyes to cause hypsochromic shift has its limitations as both donors are already present as part of the styryl π-conjugation. [5]

In this paper, we report a series of novel, deep-blue dopants based on unsymmetrical mono(styryl)amine derivatives, which provide us with a basic structure for color tuning within the 430–450 nm spectral region. We show that when doped in the MADN host as an OLED, some of these deep-blue dopants exhibit all the essential elements of high EL efficiency, deep-blue color, and long operational lifetime. We find also that the EL efficiency of the device can be further improved by employing a hole-blocking layer (HBL) or a novel composite hole-transport layer (c-HTL) in the conventional blue OLED architecture.

The mono(styryl)amine-based deep-blue dopants used for this study are readily synthesized by the Horner–Wadsworth–Emmons reaction according to a known procedure, [9] and the molecular structures are shown in Scheme 1. By modifying the substituents attached to the nitrogen (R_1 and R_2) as well as to the styrene (R_3), it is possible to optimize the structure to achieve various desirable emissions in the deeper blue region of the visible spectrum. This is exemplified by the solution photoluminescence (PL) of BD1, BD2, and BD3 in toluene as compared with DSA-Ph in Figure 1. Their peak fluorescence λ_max are located at 438, 442, and 448 nm, and their full width at half maximum (FWHM) values are 58, 62, and 64 nm, respectively, which is about 20 nm smaller than that of the sky-blue dopant, DSA-Ph (λ_max = 458 nm, FWHM = 58 nm). The hypsochromic shift is believed to result from shortening the chromophoric conjugation as well as modifying of the aromatic substituents of the mono(styryl)amine-based dopants.
To produce a deep-blue OLED in this study, the bluest dopant BD1 has been chosen and MADN is used as the host. Three different blue device architectures were fabricated. For comparison purposes, device I has been designed as our standard device. Device II is a blue device with 10 nm of 2,9-di-naphthyl-1,1′-biphenyl-4,4′-diamine (BCP) inserted between the emission layer (EML) and the electron-transport layer (ETL) as a hole-blocking layer (HBL). Device III is the blue device incorporating the novel c-HTL (40 nm). The detailed device architectures and molecular structures of MADN, NPB (N,N′-bis(1-naphthyl)-N,N′-diphenyl-1,1′-biphenyl-4,4′-diamine), tris(8-quinolinolato) aluminum (Alq3), and BCP are shown in Figure 2, where CF3 is the hole-injection layer,[13] c-HTL and NPB together make up the hole-transport layer. BD1-doped MADN is the blue emitter. Alq3 is the electron-transport layer, and Al/LiF is the bilayer cathode. In device III, c-HTL was deposited by the co-evaporation of copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) with NPB at the desired ratio (50:50). The purpose of inserting a thin layer of pure NPB in between c-HTL and EML (in device III) is to block electrons from reaching c-HTL. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of CuPc (∼3.0 eV), which is lower than that of MADN (2.5 eV), has been shown to cause low luminance efficiency of the device due to non-radiative recombination in CuPc.[12]

The EL performance of device I, at an optimal doping concentration of 3 %, shows an EL efficiency of 2.2 cd A−1 at 20 mA cm−2 and 6.1 V, with an external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 2.3 %. The CIEx,y coordinates of device I lie in the saturated blue region at (0.15, 0.11). Figure 3 shows comparisons of luminance–current density–voltage (B–I–V) characteristics between devices I, II, and III. We discover that the EL efficiency of device II (driven at 20 mA cm−2) can be significantly enhanced, by as much as 100 %, as compared to that of the standard device I. At an optimal concentration of 7 % doping, device II achieves an EL efficiency of 3.9 cd A−1 and 2.0 lm W−1 at 20 mA cm−2 and 6.2 V with CIEx,y coordinates of (0.15, 0.13). We attribute the dramatic increase in EL efficiency to the formation of a narrow recombination zone, in which both the charge carriers and the exciton are confined by the hole-blocking layer.[13] In addition, it is worth noting that in most other devices reported in the literature, when BCP is used as the HBL, the driving voltage is often considerably increased. This phenomenon has been rationalized by the poor electron mobility of BCP, which is known to be lower than that of Alq3.[14] However, in our experiment, the I–V characteristics for both device I and II are essentially identical. We attribute this result to BD1, which possesses high hole-transporting mobility[15] and a low ionization energy potential (Ip = 5.2 eV) that is higher than those of NPB (Ip = 5.4 eV) and MADN (Ip = 5.6 eV). As a result, it provides a more effective pathway for hole injection directly from NPB to the dopant. Besides, the optimal BD1 concentration of a BCP-based device is 7 %, which is much higher than that of a standard device (3 %). Thus, we believe that the high dopant concentration of BD1 dispersed in the MADN host will further facilitate hole transport, which in turn will compensate for the low electron mobility of BCP in the device.

Another way to enhance the EL efficiency of the blue OLED is to further balance the hole and electron carriers arriving at the recombination zone, as the injected hole is usually more mobile than the injected electron under the same electric field in a conventional OLED. This is accomplished by inserting a novel c-HTL in the blue OLED (device III). A higher operating voltage was observed in this device with
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**Scheme 1.** Molecular structures of the deep-blue dopants used in this study. NaOtBu = sodium tert-butoxide; DMF = dimethylformamide.

**Figure 1.** a) Solution photoluminescence of BD1, BD2, and BD3 versus DSA-Ph in toluene. b) Their corresponding emission spectra.
c-HTL, as compared to the standard device in Figure 3. This result is attributed to reduced hole transport by c-HTL, arising from two contributions: one is due to the “hole-impedance” of CuPc, and the other is owing to the dissipation of energy from the “trapping and de-trapping” mechanism of holes on the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of CuPc and NPB, since the ionization potential of CuPc ($I_p = 5.0$ eV) is much lower than that of NPB ($I_p = 5.4$ eV). More direct evidence of reduced hole transport by c-HTL can be observed from the $I-V$ characteristics of the hole-only devices published in our previous work.[10] Consequently, the dramatic enhancement in luminance yield by incorporating c-HTL is believed to result from the slowing down of hole mobility, which in turn produces better carrier recombination at the emitting zone. As a result, at an optimal concentration of 5% doping, device III achieves an EL efficiency of 5.4 cd A$^{-1}$ and 2.5 lm W$^{-1}$ at 20 mA cm$^{-2}$ and 6.8 V, with CIE$\lambda_x$, $\lambda_y$ coordinates of (0.14, 0.13). The overall EL performances of these blue devices, which are among the best ever reported in literature, are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 4 shows the operational lifetime ($t_{1/2}$) of these blue devices under a constant current density of 20 mA m$^{-2}$ in a drybox. The initial luminance ($L_0$) measured for devices I, II, and III, was 440, 780, and 1080 cd m$^{-2}$, respectively. Assuming scalable coulombic degradation,[17] driving at a $L_0$ value of 100 cd m$^{-2}$, the half-lives ($t_{1/2}$) of devices I, II, and III are projected to be 10 000, 300, and 9700 h, respectively. We believe that the worst device operational lifetime of device II is primarily due to the intrinsic instability of the hole-blocking BCP material.[18] However, the device with c-HTL clearly demonstrates a more than double improvement in EL efficiency, as well as a comparable device operational lifetime to that of the standard device.
In summary, carrier recombination as well as the balance of holes and electrons are considered to be some of the most important factors dictating the EQE of OLEDs. Here, we have developed a simple method to fabricate deep-blue OLEDs by introducing a novel c-HTL, which can effectively control the hole mobility to achieve an improved hole-electron balance. With this new device architecture and by employing our newly designed deep-blue dopant (BD1) with MADN as the host, we demonstrated one of the highest efficiencies (5.4 cd A⁻¹), power efficiency (0.4 W cd⁻¹), brightness (780 cd m⁻²), operational life-time (t½) is projected to be about 10 000 h at an initial luminance (L₀) of 100 cd m⁻².

**Experimental**

**Synthesis:** To a solution of 4-(N,N-diarylimino)-benzaldehyde (1 mmol) and phosphonate (1 mmol) in DMF placed in an ice bath, sodium tert-butoxide (1.5 mmol) was added. The solution was stirred at 25 °C for 1 h. The mixture was then poured into water, and the product was collected and washed with methanol. The products were purified by temperature gradient sublimation before use in subsequent studies.

**Compound Characterization:**

**BD1:** ¹H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl₃); δ [ppm]: 7.57–7.79 (m, 12H), 7.26–7.49 (m, 12H), 7.03–7.18 (m, 6H).

**BD2:** ¹H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl₃); δ [ppm]: 7.57–7.79 (m, 12H), 7.26–7.49 (m, 12H), 7.03–7.18 (m, 6H).

**BD3:** ¹H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl₃); δ [ppm]: 7.57–7.70 (m, 9H), 7.44–7.54 (m, 3H), 7.23–7.39 (m, 4H), 7.09–7.18 (m, 3H), 6.85–7.04 (m, 7H), 2.35 (s, 3H), 2.28 (s,3H). ¹³C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl₃); δ [ppm]: 147.7, 147.5, 147.3, 140.7, 140.1, 139.6, 139.4, 139.1, 137.1, 136.9, 130.4, 129.2, 129.8, 127.9, 127.7, 129.5, 127.3, 127.2, 127.0, 126.8, 126.0, 175.2, 125.1, 124.3, 123.9, 122.9, 121.8, 121.6, 21.4, 20.1. FAB MS: calculated: MW = 527.7; m/e 528 [M⁺].

**UV-Vis and PL Characterization:** The UV-vis absorption and photoluminescence spectra of these new dopants were measured in toluene using Hewlett Packard 8453 and Acton Research Spectra Pro-150 instruments, respectively.

**OLED Fabrication:** After a routine cleaning procedure of ultrasonication of the indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass in organic solvents and deionized water, followed by drying in an oven at 120 °C, the ITO substrate was loaded on the grounded electrode of a parallel-plate plasma reactor, pretreated with oxygen plasma, and then coated with a polymerized fluorocarbon film. Devices were fabricated under a base vacuum of about 10⁻⁶ torr (1 torr ≈ 133 Pa) in a thin-film evaporation coater, which followed a published protocol [17]. All devices were hermetically sealed prior to testing. The active area of the EL device, defined by the overlap of the ITO and the cathode electrodes, was 9 mm × 9 mm. The current–voltage–luminance characteristics of the devices were measured with a diode array rapid scan system using a Photo Research PR650 spectrophotometer and a computer-controlled, programmable, direct-current (DC) source. The devices were measured with a diode array rapid scan system using a Photo Research PR650 spectrophotometer and a computer-controlled, programmable, direct-current (DC) source.
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**Table 1. EL performance of the three blue devices at 20 mA cm⁻².**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>440 6.1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>780 6.1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>1080 6.1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.** Operational lifetime tests for the blue devices used in this study.
The Zwitterion Effect in Ionic Liquids: Towards Practical Rechargeable Lithium-Metal Batteries
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The quest for the development of rechargeable lithium-metal batteries has attracted vigorous worldwide research efforts. The advantage of lithium-metal-based batteries over traditional nickel–cadmium, nickel-metal-hydride, and lithium-ion batteries is the higher theoretical energy density of metallic lithium.[1] The key limitation of the lithium-metal battery is the growth of dendrites during cycling.[2] This is potentially hazardous and leads to reduced cycle lifetime. A number of well-documented accidents have occurred with experimental cells due to this problem, and as a result research has largely stopped until recently.[3] Hence, to realize the ultimate potential of the lithium-metal cell, a means to suppress dendrite growth is required.

Alternative electrolytes have been investigated, such as the use of a solid electrolyte to act as a mechanical barrier,[4] or electrolytes which control the properties of the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI), i.e., the passivation layer, which is now well accepted as forming on the lithium-metal surface.[4] The SEI layer controls the performance of the battery by protecting the lithium-metal surface, while still allowing Li-ion transport. At the extremely negative potential of the lithium electrode the presence of an SEI appears to be ubiquitous.[5] It is also well known that the composition and morphology of the SEI layer can be controlled through the use of additives, which can improve plating behavior and cycle lifetime.[6] Nonetheless, the limited cycle life and safety problems associated with dendrite formation remain in devices incorporating these volatile electrolytes.

It has recently been shown by Howlett et al., Passerini and co-workers, Katayama et al., and Sakaebe et al.[7] that a new class of electrolytes—room-temperature ionic liquids (RTILs)—have properties that can support lithium electrochemistry. In addition, ionic-liquid electrolytes facilitate enhanced cycling efficiency and favorable plating morphology of lithium.[7] These electrolytes, in particular the N-methyl-N-alkylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)amide family of ionic liquids, are finding wide use in many electrochemical devices, such as electrochromic windows,[9] dye-sensitized solar cells,[10] and other devices.[9] Ionic liquids have many properties which make them highly suitable for use in rechargeable lithium batteries: these properties include excellent thermal stability, effectively zero volatility and flammability, high conductivity, and a wide electrochemical window. Nevertheless, despite improved cycling performance when compared to most traditional solvent-based electrolytes, dendrite formation still occurs when practical current densities are used.[11] This dendrite formation may be due to mass-transport limitations either in the electrolyte, or in the SEI layer itself. Ultimately this is what restricts the application of ionic-liquid electrolytes in rechargeable lithium-metal and lithium-ion batteries.

Zwitterionic compounds (Scheme 1) are compounds that are designed to tether the anion and cation making up the above-mentioned ionic liquids, preventing migration under the influence of an electric field. These compounds were first pioneered by Ohno and co-workers[11] and, since then, we have shown that the use of these zwitterionic compounds largely enhance lithium-ion diffusivity in polyelectrolyte gels.[12] The mechanism by which the zwitterions enhance lithium-ion transport is not yet clear; it has been suggested that it may occur by shielding ion–ion interactions and hence increasing dissociation. Alternatively, the zwitterions may
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